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Care for You as a Powerful Partner 

With strong and robust qualities, it always 

helps you to better show yourself as a 

generous and resolute business elite in 

workplace. 
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Last in a 12,000-impact test, showing outstanding 

sustainability. 

Better Support,Better 

Performance 

Its powerful support ensures comfort in any seating position, 

and the transparent backseat adds a touch of uniqueness to 

the chair and you. 
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20° backrest tilting 
For better nap at lunch break 

Meticulously Made for Catering to Your Needs 

 

It inherits the seat shell with a sturdy outline from 

its predecessors, elegant, and majestic. With 

three configurations available for choice, it offers 

you various options for different office space. 

95cm headrest adjustment 
For supporting your neck tenderly 
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Seat height adjustment 
For larger space for legs 
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Hanger 

 

Your coat says your identity at work. A trim 
outfit gives you the confidence anytime 
anywhere. 

61 mm 

Armrest height adjustment range: 

0-61mm.

 52mm 

Back-forth adjustment range: 

0-52mm.

The lumbar support is height

adjustable and rotatable. 

20° 

Left-right rotation angle: 20 

degrees. 
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Rich Colors Brighten Your Space 

Backrest available in 12 colors, plus seat 

available in 9 colors, perfect for a mix-and

match with its black and white back frame. 
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Success Counts on Toughness 

It is said that living is to do whatever it 
pleases, while working requires flexibility 
and self-discipline. But some toughness 
is also required. It's not exaggerating, but 
being tough sometimes is just the answer 
to success. 

--
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Generosity is the Key to Making Progress 

Turning around for discussions with colleagues 

and get immersed in brainstorming will 

sometimes lead to some collision physically. You 

are young, you should tumble once in a while. 
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El El El 

 Now we are having a highly-concentrated meeting, five 

people, free discussion. 
Concentrate, resolute, charming, we will definitely get 
something from today's meeting. 
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Product Specification 

c-aosw

W670*D620*H1120(mm) 

C-815W 
W670*D670*H1120(mm)

C-70GW 
W590*D600*H101 S(mm)

C-825W
W655*D61 0*H1120(mm) 

C-835W 
W655*D61 0*H1120(mm)

C-71GW 
W590*D600*H101 S(mm)

C-60SW
W670*D620*H995(mm)

C-615W
W670*D620*H995(mm)

C-625W 
W655*D595*H995(mm)

C-635W
W655*D595*H995(mm)

C-64SW 
W635*D590*H980(mm)

C-65SW 
W630*D595*H980(mm)

Material 

 
Double-layer Silk Mesh/Back Mesh 

CW-AN10H CW-AN21H 

CW-AN50H CW-AN60H 

            
Fabric/Seat Mesh 

C-AC03 C-AC04 

C-AC11 C-AC12 

;
Polyester Fabric/Seat Mesh 

P-TM01 P-TM02 

P-TM12 P-TM13 

CW-AN29H 

CW-AN70H 

C-AC05

C-AC14

P-TM06

P-TM14

CW-AN30H 

CW-AN80H 

C-AC06 

P-TM07 

CW-AN40H 

C-AC07 

P-TM09

Product specification changes are subjuct to the real product. No further notice prior to changes. 
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Knitted Mesh/Back Mesh 

CW-ZJ40H CW-ZJ70H CW-ZZ10H 

C-AC09

P-TM10




